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The author invites the gentle reader for a short “horse ride” back to the Russian steppe in the year of 1812. In 
this year two geniuses, two Great Captains, namely Napoleon and Kutuzov, met on the battlefields during the 
French Emperor’s longest campaign. Napoleon was famous for his leadership style that depend on fast deci-
sion-making at every level in the chain of command, and leading to a very flexible military system that could 
rapidly react to local conditions and exploit local successes. But he and his general officers never met those 
Russian “local conditions”. Furthermore, he did not count with a man, with his most dangerous adversary as 
Clausewitz characterized Field Marshal Kutuzov years later. Clausewitz knew very well the man who fought 
under the command of Suvorov and Rumyantsev, and leaded his troops with a different leadership style. He 
knew, in a war the objective is not the occupation of a geographical position but the destruction of enemy for-
ces. Attacking Napoleon’s strategy, he avoided him to fulfil his initial plan to fight a short campaign as he did 
earlier in his western campaigns.

THE SPIRAL OF HISTORY

It is hard to demonstrate any real similarity from one historical period to another. However, if we are looking for paral-
lels between Napoleon and modern military leaders, one would say that there are two important elements to look at 
here: the first is the “short- war” fixation and the second is the impact of revolutionary ideologies on command styles. 
For somewhat different reasons, Napoleon and the modern military leader of 21st century both relied on quick wars. 
For domestic political reasons, neither Napoleon nor the modern leader felt able to subject his own population to the 
kind of economic sacrifice necessary to truly mobilize their economy for long wars. A modern society’s inability to sus-
tain a long, grinding war – at least one for unclear and relatively minor objective – is also pretty evident.
Both Napoleon’s and the modern military leader’s styles depend on rapid decision-making at every level in the chain 
of command, leading to a very flexible military system that could rapidly react to local conditions and exploit local suc-
cesses. That kind of war fighting depends on a high level of trust between commanders at all levels and high degree 
of zeal for a common cause – which Revolutionary movement (e.g. French Revolution, the Russian-Soviet Revolution, 
Nazism, and early Islam) can often provide. 
But “true believers” are also proving to recklessness, the acceptance of excessively high losses, and contempt for 
their enemies. These are the kinds of factors that account both for stunning successes at the tactical level and stun-
ning blunders at the strategic level. Such weaknesses certainly played a part in the destruction of Napoleonic France. 

PROLOGUE

He died. The commander who always acted on behalf of his soldiers passed away.  Field Marshal Kutuzov’s old body 
gave up the fight against his recurrent bouts of fever. We buried his body in a silent churchyard next to the road where 
“his  ‘children’  marched in  their  attempt  to  liberate Europe.”  (Parkinson,  1976:234.)  Years  later,  Clausewitz,  who 
served with him in 1805 and 1811-1812 said “Of all the generals contemporary with Napoleon, two army leaders were 
perhaps worthy of being compared with him: Archduke Charles and Wellington. But, nevertheless, the prudent and 
wily Kutuzov was his most dangerous adversary.” (Parkinson, 1976:236.)
Five weeks after – and two lost battles – his death, the allied forces requested an armistice from Napoleon and Field 
Marshal Mikhail Barclay de Tolly replaced Wittgenstein as commander-in-chief.  The combined Russian and Prussian 
forces immediately undertook the preparations that Kutuzov wanted half a year previously. In these days the new 
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commander-in-chief summoned me to his headquarters and ordered me to examine the late Kutuzov’s military plans 
and notes. “Colonel,” he said “you were the prince’s aide in his last campaign. You knew very well  the man who 
fought under the command of Suvorov and Rumyantsev.” Barclay handed over a crumpled, yellow envelop to me. “I 
have several questions for you to answer. You don’t need to hurry. You have time. Check the prince’s memos and 
give your response when we enter Paris. “Questions?” I had none. As I looked in his eye, I felt that I had time, plenty 
of time. He was lost in a muse, and then suddenly shook his head. “You will find everything in the envelope.” I quickly 
turned round and sharply left the new commander-in-chief alone with his demons. 

BARCLAY’S QUESTIONS 

After the Field Marshal released me, I rode back to my quarters. It was drizzling again. En route, I recalled the day 
when Kutuzov assumed command. It was 27 August 1812 on the Western calendar. General Kutuzov reached Gzatsk 
on a beautiful, sunny day. I found him next to the main retreat route of the Russian forces. He was sitting in his car-
riage reviewing the passing regiments. I reported to him, and inquired about my first assignment. I didn’t think he 
heard me. He just murmured to himself: “How can we retreat with such regiments?” No one had the courage or an-
swer to respond. On that notable afternoon, immediately after his arrival, a rumour spread in the army that an eagle 
circled above him when he reviewed the troops. (Nafziger, 1988:213.) This was a very good omen indeed for our 
forces were demoralized. The next morning, he assembled his staff and field commanders. He asked questions, but it 
was clear that the commander knew everything. At that moment, I fully understood his remark from the previous day 
on the road to Moscow. 
I reached my quarters after  2 a.m., dropped my wet coat in the corner and opened up Barclay’s envelope. I was 
dumbfounded. The Field Marshal wrote his questions on the night of 26 October 1812, after Napoleon made his de-
cision to march to Moshaisk then Smolensk on the same route where he came to Russia. I read his questions in an 
undertone.  

– How Kutuzov characterized Napoleon’s strategy? How could he see the Emperor’s leadership in the cam-
paign? 

– How could the marshal see Napoleon’s centre of gravity? 
– Why did he think that the decisive battle unnecessary? 
– Why did he prefer strategic manoeuvre instead of decisive battle? 

THE CAUSES OF NAPOLEON’S INVASION OF RUSSIA

Napoleon’s  central  army  crossed  the  Niemen River  in  the  vicinity  of  Kovno  during  June  24-26,  1812.  (Cate, 
1985:134.) But the campaign started much earlier, with its roots in the military conflict between France and Russia 
and the economic rivalry between Napoleon’s France and England. Since Napoleon proclaimed his Continental Sys-
tem, England and France fought for the economic domination of Europe. Napoleon expected that cutting off the British 
Isles from its vital raw material base within the European Continent would ruin the British economy. Additionally, from 
1806, Napoleon used his political efforts and military supremacy to force the Continental states into economical de-
pendence on France. He quickly occupied the whole Continental coastline and isolated Europe from British com-
merce. Britain’s riposte reply was quick, using its Naval supremacy to blockade all ports that were closed to the Isles’ 
trade. 
After Tsar Alexander I ratified the Treaty of Tilsit (Nafziger, 1988:342.) and the related provisions of the Berlin Decree 
(Nafziger, 1988:354.), Russia also closed her ports to Britain and withdrew her troops from Wallachia and Moldavia. 
The Tsar became inflamed with rage as Napoleon created the new puppet state of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw. Dur-
ing the next three years, the Russian economy crumbled due to the Turk and the Swedish wars as well as the Contin-
ental System. The trade restrictions were deeply effective on Russia and created vast economic hardship. After wit-
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nessing Napoleon’s Balkan and Polish policy, Tsar Alexander I refused his “brother” emperor’s demands. At the end 
of 1810 he issued a decree which favoured the entry of neutral vessels into Russian ports and unlocked free export of 
raw materials. His actions opened the Continent to British goods. The Tsar’s action gave European countries hope 
that the Franco-Russo alliance was destined for failure, and possible war. In the next year and a half, the two emper-
ors – and former “brothers” – started their preparations for war. 
During war preparations, Napoleon used all the arms of diplomacy to force Alexander I back to the Continental Sys-
tem. Bonaparte sent one of his favourite conversation partner and diplomat Count Narbonne, to Russia to negotiate 
with Alexander I. But the Tsar was immovable. He closed the negotiation with a final warning, “Tell the Emperor that… 
He can cross the Neimen, but never will I sign a peace dictated on Russia’s territory.” (Cate, 1985:79.)

NAPOLEON’S PLAN

Napoleon was very circumspect in his planning phase. He studied the geography of Russia endlessly, and finally 
found three acceptable advance routes to Moscow. In deciding which route to use for his main lines of communica-
tion, he realized that the two southern routes would dangerously expose the security of his rear area to the mercies of 
Austria. (Nafziger, 1988:110.) The northernmost route, passing from the Grand Duchy of Warsaw through Kovno, ap-
peared the safest and was therefore chosen as the main route. 
Napoleon had limited political objectives for the Russian campaign; his end-state was to re-establish the broken Con-
tinental System. He planned to attain this outcome by bringing the Russian armies into decisive battle within twenty 
days after  commencing the attack,  defeating the Tsar’s First  and Second West Armies, and thus compelling his 
“brother” emperor to ratify the French created treaty. Napoleon thought that once Barclay and Bagration were de-
feated, Tsar Alexander I would sue for peace and thus Napoleon’s Army could march to Moscow with no resistance. 
Napoleon believed he possessed all the required military and economical means to achieve his political objectives. By 
1812, Bonaparte had established the mightiest army that Europe had ever seen. Napoleon was sure, with his excel-
lent regiments, he could create and exploit strategic success to procure tactical triumphs. To support his plan, as he 
did in his early campaigns, Napoleon set up a centralized command and control system. The western European road 
network and the relatively small  distance had supported his system in previous campaigns, allowing Napoleon to 
mass his forces against the enemy’s weakness at the critical point and time to ensure victory on the battlefield.      
At the beginning of his campaign, everything had happened as he brilliantly planned, with the exception of a decisive 
battle. The French troops had shown their military prowess. In consequence of the French tactical superiority both, the 
Russian First and the Second armies retreated to eastward into the vastness of  Russia with neither Barclay nor 
Bagration accepting defeat nor engaging in a decisive battle. 
By the third week of the campaign, Napoleon first realized the supply problems facing his massive army, and he com-
plained about the indecisiveness of Tsar Alexander I and his retreating armies. Count Narbonne, reminded him, ”this 
is the kind of war of time and space that we were promised.” (Cate, 1985:157.)

KUTUZOV TAKES COMMAND

Tsar Alexander I left his army on 17 July at Polotsk. “Goodbye, General,” he cried to Barclay. “Goodbye once more, 
au revoire. I commend my army to your keeping. Always remember it is the only one I have.” (Parkinson, 1976:115.) 
We did not understand the Tsar’s meaning. Did he imply that Admiral Chichagov’s Danube Army would not move 
north to flank the French army? At that moment we had no time to lose to think about his last sentence. 
The Tsar spent more than a week in Moscow before he reached St. Petersburg on 3 August 1812. All of the reports 
had revealed the retreat of Russia’s main armies under the command of Barclay de Tolly. Furthermore, the first army 
commander’s relations with General Bagration – the commanding general of the second army– were deplorable, and 
known by all. Even Alexander I realized that he needed a new commander for his army. Although he hesitated, he fi-
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nally relented and summoned six generals and asked them to recommend a suitable commander for the army. The 
generals deliberated and emerged with a unanimous decision: the true Russian, General Kutuzov. On 20 August, 
after hesitating three days, Tsar Alexander I appointed the old general and assured him that he would provide the 
commander maximum support as the new commander-in-chief. (Parkinson, 1976:118.)
When General Kutuzov took over the command, the Russian army was reeling from its losses and the long retreat. He 
immediately sought reinforcement from Moscow and sent letters to general Tormassov – commander of Third West 
Army – and Admiral Chichagov – commander of the Danube Army – to distract the French central forces from the 
south. (Parkinson, 1976:126.)  On 31 August, because he had no other course of action, he ordered further withdraw-
al of the Russian army. But during the next three days we began our preparation for the next engagement. All of as 
knew that the new commander would offer a battle to Napoleon soon. Due to this belief the preparation and atmo-
sphere at both headquarters and within the ranks changed rapidly.      
On 3 September Kutuzov and his staff scouted a suitable position. Immediately after the staff ride he made his de-
cision and stopped the army around a small village named Borodino. Late at night, when the “foreigners” left his quar-
ters and only four or five of his aides remained in the room, the commander told us the history of his assignment and 
his personal interview with Tsar Alexander I. He later added one more thought to his tale. “On the night when I was 
appointed as commander, Ekaterina – I know her, she was the prince’s favourite daughter – asked me ‘Do you really 
hope to defeat Napoleon?’ “And what did Mikhail Illarionovich answer?” – interrupted an excited young major. Kutuzov 
smiled. “Defeat him? No.” Then he added: “But I hope to deceive him.” (Parkinson, 1976:1.) After a while he contin-
ued: “My children never forget what Rumyantsev taught us. The objective is not the occupation of a geographical pos-
ition but the destruction of enemy forces. (Parkinson, 1976:14.) In the next days or so, Napoleon’s army will sink in 
our great steppe. This battle pushes him beyond the point of no return.” 
On the next morning the Russian army started to deploy for battle while Kutuzov read reports, dictating orders and let-
ters. He displayed a mixture of caution and optimism. In the early afternoon he received the news that Napoleon 
ordered his Grand Army forward. “Saddle up children” he ordered us. “Let’s check how we can attack Napoleon’s 
strategy.” We did not understand him but quickly followed the commander. During the ride to the First Army he talked 
about Napoleon. “In his early campaign, Napoleon could combine rapidity, deception, surprise and easy movement. 
But what does he do here in Russia? He focuses on massed artillery fire, dense infantry columns, and his fearful 
heavy cavalry’s charges. His over centralized command system does not work properly. He cannot communicate eas-
ily with his subordinates, as in Western Europe. I’m sure he could calculate how many versts would take their corps to 
Moscow. But he did not understand the elements of time and distance here in Russia. As normally, Napoleon trans-
lated these elements into strength and energy. But I see these elements as difficulties and troubles. His logistic sys-
tem is more and more vulnerable. I will avoid him to fulfil his initial plan to fight a short campaign as he did before. His 
destiny is to leave our Fatherland faster, and then he comes in.” (Riehn, 1990:401−407.) Seeing our faces he added: 
“Napoleon has a great and strong army. To defeat this army, first we have to attack his strategy. (Sun Tzu: /Oxford 
University Press/ 1971:77.) So, my children it shall be done.” 

BORODINO, MOSCOW, MALOYAROSLAVETS AND THE PARALLEL PURSUIT

On 7 September 1812 the French and the Russian armies fought one of the bloodiest battle of the human history. It 
was the most costly day, in term of loss of human life with at least 74 000 soldiers become casualties. (Nafziger,  
1988.) Both armies suffered during the battle, and both armies withdrew from the battlefield to settle for the evening. 
After the evening reports arrived, Kutuzov decided to retreat the following morning. Later Napoleon outlined the battle 
as “Among all my battles, the worst one was on Borodino field.  My army showed that they deserved the Victory; and 
the Russian Army got the right to be called invincible.” (Riehn, 1990:412.)
We retreated again. Despite our heavy losses, the army never lost its composure, because the army did not consider 
itself to have been beaten. And Kutuzov knew what he was doing. He said after the council of war, west of Moscow: 
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“At Borodino we attacked Napoleon’s centre of gravity, and we won. He wanted to destroy the Russian army, but he 
could not. The cohesion and the morale of the army were still intact, and it does not matter how bad the situation 
might look now, in long term we shall defeat him. Because the Tsar has preserved the army he will not negotiate with 
Napoleon about peace.” Subsequent events were to prove him right. On 14 September (Nafziger, 1988:256.) we 
abandoned Moscow. As we turned back in our saddles we observed fires in the city. Rostopchin’s arsonists started 
their job. (Cate, 1985:285.) The French army settled down in the burning city. Physically, Napoleon had been reached 
his objective. He occupied a destroyed city, but the peace did not come as he expected, Tsar Alexander I would not 
negotiate with him.
On the following days we out manoeuvred the French cavalry and Kutuzov lead his army into attacking position. Sup-
plies and replacements arrived and our commander sent the Cossacks into the rear area of Napoleon’s army. These 
mounted units with the partisan troops were becoming increasingly active against French detachments and supplies. 
They seized French convoys, attacked their reinforcements, and also destroyed military stocks. Early October, after a 
Cossack captain’s report, Kutuzov addressed his audience: “These good fellows do a great job. Without vital supply 
Napoleon’s army will lose its cohesion, and the army can no longer fight as an effective, organized force. His troops 
will be worn down and defeated by the refusal of a decisive battle. The western generals, as Napoleon, want to win a 
battle, while we Russians, the descendants of Tatars and ancient Cossacks attempt to shatter the adversary prior to 
the battle.  And do not forget  that  Rumyantsev  said:  ‘victory in battle  did not  necessarily  win a war.’  (Parkinson, 
1976:21.) One who does not know the soul of his opposite cannot defeat him.” He aimed his last sentences to the 
“foreign gentlemen” (Parkinson, 1976:187.) who serve in our army. Suddenly jump up and added: “That is why ‘I will  
play for time, lull Napoleon as much as possible and not disturb him in Moscow.’ (Parkinson, 1976:195.) And the Tsar 
would never negotiate with him.”     
The campaign exploded into  life again on 18 October  when we attacked Murat’s  forces south from Moscow,  at 
Vinkovo. After the battle ended we rode into the deserted French camp. All around “horsemeat and dead cats had 
been prepared for food” (Parkinson, 1976:197.) and French prisoners would later reveal the lack of fodder and am-
munition, to Kutuzov as proof that the general’s strategy was working. 
On 19 October Napoleon left Moscow and turned south. Due to our pre-emptive movement in September the Russian 
army blocked this direction. The two armies met near Maloyaroslavets on 24 October. The battle proved more decis-
ive than Borodino. Russian troops could keep the ground and blocked the road to south. Both Kutuzov and Napoleon 
had been absent from the main engagement, they arrived later. Kutuzov’s main forces arrived at the middle of after-
noon, and Napoleon could see the deployment of Russian regiments in the dark. (Parkinson, 1976:201−205.)  Bona-
parte could feel he lost the initiative without decisive battle. Napoleon had no other course of action, ended his offens-
ive and ordered retreat. 
Kutuzov’s plan was clear. “Napoleon intends to retreat along the Smolensk road. I will march parallel to this road on 
south and Wittgenstein on north. We prevent any French attempts to leave that road in search of supply. In front of us 
the Cossacks constantly strike the retreating enemy by day and by night. This kind of aggressive pursuit brings the 
French into severe position. To avoid the trap they will destroy their wagons and artillery assets. We are going to col-
lapse Napoleon’s resistance with this parallel pursuit. And don’t forget children, “General Winter” will ride with us.” In 
the next two months we saw his strategy emerged successful. The French army fell to pieces; they were unable to 
rest or make a stand, unable to gain supply and the bitter winter completed Kutuzov’s plan without decisive battle.    

THE LOSSES

The campaign lasted only 5 months and 21 days but Napoleon paid a huge price for his Russian venture. The losses 
were enormous, and the Grande Armée was destroyed. Napoleon’s multinational army was 680 500-men strong at 
the beginning of the campaign; but barely 93 000 remained little less than half a year later. (Nafziger, 1988:333.) The 
French Emperor crossed the Niemen River with his 450 000-men strong central army group, but less than 25 000 
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(Nafziger, 1988:333.) soldiers retained from Russia. Of more than 1 000 guns deployed in June 1812, a mere 120 re-
mained with the central army by early January 1813. Of 250 000 horses, less than 20 000 animals survived. (Riehn, 
1990:393−395.)  In terms of human loss of life the French army suffered 370 000 casualties with 200 000 additional 
soldiers were taken prisoner. (Nafziger, 1988:333.) The Russian army suffered 150 000 dead and a further 300 000 
more wounded under the Patriotic War. (Nafziger, 1988:334.)

REORGANIZATION

Napoleon named Murat as commander of the troops during his absence, and left the remnants of the Grande Armée 
on 5 December (Austin, 1996:347.) as he had emergencies to address in Paris. First, as a head of state was con-
cerned about his political security; a conspiracy had threatened his throne. Secondly, as a commander, he had to 
raise new troops because all had been lost and his entire political power rested on military renown. The first one 
melted after the Emperor’s return to Paris as his political adversaries quieted due to Napoleon’s presence. He could 
then concentrate on his second and most important task of rebuilding the French army. 
Bonaparte’s first reinforcement was from the National Guard. This force protected France while Napoleon had a ma-
jority of the army in Russia and Spain. These eighty-eight cohorts totalled almost 80 000 infantrymen. Additionally, he 
transferred more than twenty navy batteries to his army. He also swept up the various depot battalions in France and 
forced larger cities to provide an additional 15 000 armed and equipped men. He found reorganizing his mounted 
units more difficult. Only about 10 000 cavalrymen survived the Russian campaign so he formed his new regiments 
around the cadres drawn from Spain and Italy. But the loss of the main horse-breeding areas handicapped his plan, 
and forced him to use the limited western European resources. The lack of horses affected his artillery as well. But as 
an artilleryman, he knew that his newly organized forces needed the boost that these guns provided. From January — 
using these forces — Napoleon began to organize his observation forces along the Rhine and the Elbe. Simultan-
eously, he drew 5 000 veterans from his Italian and Spanish battalions and started to reorganize his Guard. Napo-
leon’s administrative genius was proven again; he rebuilt his army in less than five months. By mid April, he reconstit-
uted more than 200 000 troops. (Nafziger, 1988:333−339.) 
Kutuzov knew that Napoleon’s units were inexperienced, and suffered from severe cavalry shortages. “I want to seize 
his deficiencies with coordinated manoeuvring,” he told us “I know, that the ‘Robber’ waiting for us. He knows the 
losses we suffered; he wants me to run forward as Blücher and Wittgenstein did. But I did not make the same mistake 
that he did last year. I need to consider the distances dividing our armies from the Elbe and his forces opposing to us.” 
(Parkinson, 1976:232−233.) But Kutuzov runs out of time to finish his campaign.

CONCLUSION

Well, one can ask, what happened to Napoleon in Russia, anyway? Much has been said about Kutozov`s presumed 
timidity at Borodino and later exorcising Napoleon out of Russia. Perhaps these criticisms have some merit. In any 
event, one fact remains: although Kutuzov`s army sustained heavy losses, he succeeded in keeping it intact up to the 
disastrous withdrawal of the Grand Army over the Berezina. If strategy applies, as it must, not merely tactical finesse, 
but rather the utilization of armies, weather condition, terrain, and space in an integrated fashion, then perhaps we 
can say that the superior tactician, Napoleon, was in the end defeated by the superior strategist, Kutuzov.
Kutuzov has never received adequate credit from Napoleon’s downfall. His military carrier displayed consistency. He, 
as a strategist, saw far further than lesser commanders, he could see the power of military manoeuvres instead of a 
“simple” decisive battle; he knew that psychological  victory could be equally devastating as destroy the opponent 
physically and he never mismatched his strategic and tactical aims. 
Napoleon`s Russian adventure perhaps can best be explained by recognizing that since he had no clear goals origin-
ally, he had allowed his opponent to delude him into accepting the one that would most benefit his foe. Tsar Alexan-
der I was right when he remarked while riding into Paris, “and they thought I was the fool.” (Nafziger, 1988:363.)
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EPILOGUE

Kutuzov’s body left his last battlefield in May 1813 and was carried to St. Petersburg. The journey was exceptionally 
long. The Field Marshal’s body and his escort finally reached St. Petersburg on 11 June. True Russians frequently 
stopped the procession and prayed for him. Believers inclined to see “an enormous eagle wheeling slowly over the 
procession – the same eagle which had soared over Kutuzov when he joined the Russian army for the 1812 cam-
paign.” (Parkinson, 1976:233.) 
Keywords: leadership styles; fast decision-making; art of war; Kutuzov; Napoleon.
Kulcsszavak: döntéshozatal, vezetési stílusok, hadművészet, Kutuzov, Napóleon.
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